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Respondents represented by the HONORABLE MICHAEL RYBURN,
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Decision of Administrative Law Judge:  Affirmed and
Adopted.

OPINION AND ORDER

Claimant appeals from a decision of the

Administrative Law Judge filed April 22, 2013.

The Administrative Law Judge entered the

following findings of fact and conclusions of law: 

1. The stipulations agreed to by
the parties at the prehearing
conference conducted on
November 7, 2012, and contained
in a pre-hearing order filed
November 9, 2012, are hereby
accepted as fact.

2. The claimant has failed to prove by a
preponderance of the evidence that she
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suffered a compensable injury on March
11, 2012.

We have carefully conducted a de novo review

of the entire record herein and it is our opinion that

the Administrative Law Judge's decision is supported by

a preponderance of the credible evidence, correctly

applies the law, and should be affirmed. Specifically,

we find from a preponderance of the evidence that the

findings of fact made by the Administrative Law Judge

are correct and they are, therefore, adopted by the Full

Commission.

Thus, we affirm and adopt the decision of the

Administrative Law Judge, including all findings and

conclusions therein, as the decision of the Full

Commission on appeal.

IT IS SO ORDERED.

                                   
A. WATSON BELL, Chairman

                                   
KAREN H. McKINNEY, Commissioner

Commissioner Hood dissents.
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DISSENTING OPINION

After my de novo review of this entire claim,

I must respectfully dissent from the majority opinion. 

I would award the claimant appropriate benefits for her

compensable injury.

The claimant was injured on March 11, 2012,

when she was lifting a large patient from the floor.  A

witness statement corroborates that the claimant did, in

fact, help the patient.  The claimant testified that

there were three nurses and another CNA with the

patient, and that she was told to help them lift the

patient, which she did.  Two nurses used a sheet under

her legs, and one nurse and the claimant used a gait

belt for her upper body.  As they used the sheet and

belt to lift the patient, the belt slid, and the

claimant used her knee to get the patient into the bed

so she would not fall.  Certainly, lifting a patient

satisfies both the employment services and specific

incident requirements.  There is objective evidence in

the form of Flexeril and Valium prescriptions on March

13, 2012, and an MRI on March 27, 2012 which showed a

herniated nucleus pulposus at L5-S1.  The only question

is whether the claimant’s back injury was caused by the
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lifting event in March 2012.

The claimant had no history of prior back

problems or treatment up until the date of injury,

despite her employment with the respondent for four

years, performing heavy lifting. Even the personnel

director testified that the claimant did not have back

problems or difficulty doing her work, which required

heavy lifting.  There is no medical record of any prior

back problem or of any other cause of injury.  She had

no prior symptoms, no prior treatment, and no prior

prescriptions relating to back pain or leg pain.  The

claimant was asymptomatic until the date of injury. 

Immediately upon lifting the patient from the floor, she

had severe pain which she had never experienced before

or since.  She became symptomatic and required

treatment. “Arkansas courts have long recognized that a

causal relationship may be established between an

employment-related incident and a subsequent physical

injury based on evidence that the injury manifested

itself within a reasonable period of time following the

incident so that the injury is logically attributable to

the incident, where there is no other reasonable

explanation for the injury.”  Hall v. Pittman
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Construction Co., 234 Ark. 104, 357 S.W.2d 263 (1962);

Kivett v. Redmond Co., 234 Ark. 855, 355 S.W.2d 172

(1962); Wentz v. Servicemaster, 75 Ark. App. 296, 57

S.W.3d 753 (2001).

If the back injury as shown on her MRI had

occurred prior to the lifting incident on March 11,

2012, the claimant would not have been able to do her

job.  She would not have been able to do the heavy

lifting required of her.  Yet, the claimant was able to

do the work without pain, right up until the moment she

lifted the patient.  There is no evidence that she

missed work prior to that date due to an injury.

The claimant was able to finish her shift on

March 11, 2012.  She was not scheduled to work on March

12, 2012.  On March 13, she was in pain.  She worked

with two other CNAs on that date, and they did most of

the lifting, because her lower back hurt.  After her

shift, she went to the emergency room. 

The claimant related her injury to lifting the

patient from the start.  She reported lifting a heavy

patient at work when she was seen in the emergency room

on March 13, 2012.  Likewise, the claimant reported that

she injured herself while lifting at work to Dr. Weilert
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on March 28, 2012.  Again, on April 10, 2012, she

related her pain to work, with an onset date of March

13, 2012.  Dr. Miller related her back problems to a

work injury in March, on June 21, 2012.  

The claimant testified that she felt that the

lifting incident on March 11 caused her back injury

because she had never had that kind of back pain until

that day, and because the manner in which that patient

was lifted was improper.  The patient was non-

weightbearing and very large, which meant that a

mechanical lifting device was to be used, for the safety

of everyone involved.  Instead, that patient was lifted

using a sheet and a belt, which slipped while the

claimant was lifting, generating immediate intense pain. 

Dr. Weilert’s note states that the claimant

had symptoms three months prior.  The claimant explained

that she was not sure how Dr. Weilert got that

information, but that she did have backaches sometimes

from the heavy work, but that she did not have the

severe pain which made her nauseous and forced her to

the emergency room.  The claimant had never lifted a

patient improperly before March 11, 2012.

The claimant was taken off work on March 13,
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2012.  She used FMLA leave until she filed her notice of

injury with the respondent-employer.  A Form N and an

Employee Injury Report state that the claimant injured

her low back at L5-S1 on March 11, 2012, when she

assisted another employee lifting a patient off of the

floor.  Later that day, her back started to hurt, and

she went to the doctor on March 13, 2012.  These were

completed on April 30, 2012.  A Witness Statement, also

completed on April 30, 2012, by Sarah Longstreth, states

that the claimant assisted her to lift the patient from

the floor.

The claimant explained that she did not report

the pain she felt lifting the patient immediately,

because she thought it would “go away” and she would be

“okay.”  She finally reported it in April, because,

although she had thought she would get better, she did

not, and she “had to do something.”

The claimant was forthright in her testimony

that she was reluctant to report her injury to her

employer for fear of losing her job.  This was

warranted, because she was promptly terminated after

filing her paperwork and reporting that she was able to

return to work at light duty in May.  She was reluctant
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to report the mechanism of injury to Dr. Miller, because

she also feared the negative impact of the lifting event

upon her license and those of the three nurses who, with

the claimant, lifted the patient, because they should

have taken the time to use a particular lifting tool,

instead of lifting the patient themselves.  The claimant

hoped that her back would get better, as aches and pains

tend to do.  She was compliant with physical therapy,

with the goal of improving. 

It is interesting to note, in light of the

respondent-employer’s termination of the claimant upon

filing her claim and its reliance on the fact that the

claimant did not immediately report her injury, that the

personnel director never asked the claimant how she was

injured, despite receiving off-work notes from March 13,

2012 until some time in May from the claimant, and

despite preparing her FMLA paperwork.  In fact, the

claimant testified that she turned in medical records

with her FMLA paperwork.  The claimant had been an

employee for four years, yet the personnel director

testified that it never crossed her mind to ask how she

was injured.  The claimant testified that at no time was

she asked how she was injured until after she filed her
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notice of injury.  This callousness emphasizes the

efforts to which the respondent-employer would go to

avoid liability for a workers’ compensation claim.

The claimant was taken off work on March 13,

2012.  She was released to light duty with a 10-pound

lifting limit in May 2013.  She had not been able to

find employment within that restriction.  She was

looking for work in a fast food restaurant, because that

work should be within her restrictions.  She did not

have insurance, because she had been terminated.  She

had no income, and she was unable to pay for more

treatment.  She had good days and bad days.  She had

numbness in her left leg and a burning sensation in her

whole left leg.  She had a lot of muscle spasms in her

lower back on the left side.  Bending over, such as when

she did laundry, caused her leg to go numb.  Sweeping

the floor caused her to have pain.  Sitting helped, but

she could not sit for more than an hour-and-a-half

without needing to move.

Dr. Katz had said that surgery was not

indicated, but he did not have an opportunity to see the

actual MRI.  She was supposed to return to Dr. Katz with

the actual MRI films.
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A causal connection is established when the

compensable injury is found to be “a factor” in the

resulting need for medical treatment, even though the

compensable injury is not the major cause of the

disability or need for treatment.  Williams v. L&W

Janitorial, Inc., 85 Ark. App. 1, 145 S.W.3d 383 (2004). 

The claimant was asymptomatic prior to the accident and

able to perform her heavy job.  On the date of the

accident, she immediately experienced pain.  Within 48

hours, she sought medical treatment for it, at which

time she related her symptoms to the lifting incident. 

There is no question that there is a causal relationship

between the event and her need for treatment. The so-

called inconsistencies in her testimony are easily

explained, and even with them, the record still supports

a finding that there is a causal relationship between

the work-related event on March 11, 2012 and her need

for treatment.

I would award benefits, including the medical

treatment of record, additional medical benefits

including a second visit to Dr. Katz with the MRI films,

and temporary total disability benefits as requested.

For the foregoing reasons, I must respectfully
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dissent from the majority opinion.

                                   
PHILIP A. HOOD, Commissioner


